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Address: Cara Dusana 30, 18000 NiS, Serbia, Phone/fax: +381 18 505 689, E-mail: sajam@visitnis.com, Web Page: www.visitnis.com

APPLICATION FORM

(Please fill in with capital letters)

Full name of exhibitor:

Address:

Telephone:

Email:

Current account number:

Tax ID:

Name and surname of contact person:

Fax:

Web Page:

Bank:

Current account number:

Mobile phone:

Yes No

Application deadline: March 15th 2016

Obligatory exhibitor's fee: 45 € + TAX (20%) 
All exhibitors and co-exhibitors are due to register in the official fair catalogue and pay obligatory exhibitor's fee

National, regional and city tourism organizations           

Health tourism (spas, rehabilitation centers)                    

Hotels, motels and hostels                                                

Sports-recreational tourism                                              

National parks                                                                

Finances and security                                                      

Secondary and high education in tourism                        

River and lake tourism

     Village tourism 

Ministries, associations

Catering industry

Tour operators

Transit tourism (airline, railway and bus transport)

Modern technologies (educational and reservation systems)

Consulting and management

Tourism propaganda - media

Tourism manifestations, attractions and events

                                                

CO-EXHIBITORS: Enrolment fee per co-exhibitor: 45  € + TAX (20%)

Name of the company City State

EXHIBITION SPACE

Standard equipment

“Maxi” equipment

Vacant space in the hall

Fill in surface area, min. 12m²

30  € + TAX (20%)

40  € + TAX (20%)

20  € + TAX (20%)



Type of stand Description of the stand

Standard equipment

- 12 m² stand
- disposable carpeting
- partition walls
- pantry with curtain 1m x 1m,
- sales counter (100x50x120cm) x 2 pcs
- table with four chairs
- company name in logo
- lighting - spotlight 300w
- electricity socket 

Maxi equipment

- 12 m² stand
- disposable carpeting
- "maxi" partition walls
- pantry with curtain 1m x 1m,
- "maxi" sales counter with bar stool
- table with four chairs
- company name in logo
- lighting - spotlight 300w

- electricity socket

Vacant space in the hall

- possibility of performing any project according 
   to your demand
- Making stands out of special materials:
- Pressed plywood
- plaster
- Styrofoam
- “maxi”
- meroform 

(Please fill in with capital letters)

APPLICATION FOR OBLIGATORY REGISTRATION IN OFFICIAL CATALOGUE

Full name of the exhibitor:

DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY (up to 50 words)

TOGETHER WITH THE APPLICATION FORM please submit your logo in electronic format (.cdr or .ai format)
DEADLINE: March 15th 2016



ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT ORDERED SEPARATELY.
PRICE NOT INCLUDED IN THE ABOVE STATED PRICE OF THE STAND

Showcase with lock - N 08

Rack - RA 05

Info desk - P 27

Info desk- P 28

Info desk- P 25

Info desk- P 26

High showcase - V 08

Low showcase - V 02

Low showcase - V 05

Low showcase - V 06

High showcase - V 07

High showcase  - V 09

Circular showcase - V 15

Pyramidal showcase - V 18

Semi-circular showcase - V 13

Platform - P 02

Platform - P 08

Luminous totem - PI 06

Window - RA 06

Window - RA 03

Luminous totem - PI 04

Truss system KAL4

Tower - RA 11

“Maxi” glass wall - MA 02

Story - S 01 - 800€

Story - S 02 - 1440€

Grey bar table - NA 01

Round table - NA 28

Octagonal table - NA 23

Big table - NA 25

pcs. pc/€

15€

50€

70€

25€

50€

35€

20€

20€

25€

30€

40€

80€

50€

80€

15€

95€

35€

15€

45€

80€

40€
230€/m

30€

25€

10€

15€

250€/m
245€/m

10€ 10€

Low showcase - V 04 15€

PAYMENT INSTRUCTIONS

                                 SWIFT MESSAGE MT103-EUR

FIELD 32 A:             VALUE DATE-EUR-AMOUNT

FIELD 5OK:             ORDERING CUSTOMER

FIELD56A:               DEUTDEFFXXX

(INTERMEDIARY)  DEUTSCHE BANK AG, F/M

                                 TAUNUSANLAGE 12

                                 GERMANY

FIELD57A:              /

(ACC.WITH BANK) NBSRRSBGXXX

                                 NARODNA BANKA SRBIJE( NATIONAL BANK OF SERBIA-NBS)

                                 BEOGRAD , NEMANJINA 17

                                 SERBIA

FIELD59:                 /RS35908500100000851756

(BENEFICIARY)     TURISTIČKA ORGANIZACIJA NIŠ

                                VOZDA KARADJORDJA 7

                                NIS

FIELD70:                DETAILS OF PAYMENT

pcs. pc/€

(Please fill in with capital letters)

APPLICATION FOR ACCOMPANYING PROGRAMS

If you want any kind of presentation or promotion, please fill in the following table. 
The stated data will be a part of the official program. The fair retains the right to change the time of presentation.

In the conference hall

Presentation description Date Time (from-until)

Required for the presentation (please indicate):    Screen       Projector       Laptop       Internet

ORGANIZER

NIS TOURISM ORGANIZATION
Address: Vozda Karadjordja 7, 
                 18000 Nis, Serbia
Phone/fax: +381 18 521 321
Email: info@visitnis.com
Web page: www.visitnis.com

Name: Name:

25% OFF FOR APPLICATION AND PAYMENT MADE BY JANUARY 15TH



General rules of participation at the Fair:

1. As an exhibitor , a legal entity that deals with production and trade with providng services from the economic branch for which the exhibition  

is organized. The participant exhibits in his own name,and for his own account , or in the name and account of other organization.

2. TON delivers the application forms tot he exhibitor for the participation  at the Fair. The application should be filled in  legibly, signed by the 

authorized person and sealed by the exhibitor, the exhibitor turns it back to TON for the recording and verification. After the verification, one 

copy goes to the exhibitor along with the invoice for everything that has been notified  in the application form. The application for the 

participation at the Fair  becomes valid and enforceable  when the organizer  of the Fair  confirms it to the exhibitor. If the exhibitor has no 

complaints within 5 days  from  the day  of confirmation, the application to participate  is considered  as a signed contract between TON  and 

the applicant.

3. 10 days before the opening  of the Fair, the exhibitor must submit precise information related to his precisely determined  exhibiting sectors of 

sales and services to the organizer. The organizer retains the right  to take over the adequate  measures, including the prohibition  of exhibiting 

and the removal of the  mentioned products from the  exhibiting spot , if they are not  in keeping with the specifications  of the exhibitor. In 

that case , the organizer will be authorized  to break the contract and remove the exhibited products from the exhibiting spot, at the expence of 

the exhibitor.

4. The exhibitor is obliged to  non-refundably pay 50% of ther amount in the invoice in 7 days  after the reception of the invoice. No later than 3 

days  before the beginning of the Fair, the exhibitor is obliged  to make the payment  full. After the Fair, the exhibitor will be delivered  the final 

invoice of all the expences  of the really used services and the calculation of tax liabilities  that the exhibitor is obliged  to pay until the deadline 

notified in the invoice. If the exhibitor for  some reason doesn't pay the calculated amount until the determined deadline, he is obliged to also 

pay  the legal interest. TON retains the right  to correct the prices from the current pricelist  according to the  rise of retail prices.

5. In case of cancelling the participation , the exhibitor is obliged to pay for the following expences:

-  the applying list  and the entry into the register of exhibitors into the official catalogue- if the participation is cancelled  10 days after signing 

the contract.

- 50% of the total value of the ordered services-if you cancel the participation  up to 15 days before the beginning of the event

- 100% of the value of the ordered services- if you cancel the participation less than 15 days  before the beginning of the event.

The cancellation of the contract is done  in the written form.

The day of cancellation will be considered the day of reception of the letter  on the cancellation of the contract.

6. For the direct sale at th Fair , the exhibitor must submit the application for obtaining  the licence. He insures  the turnover  and the services 

according to the  regulational rules , including the possession of all the required licences.

7. The exhibitor is obliged to respect  the time of opening and closing of the Faie, and especially that the stand with the exhibits be in function  

until the end of the event. The exhibitors will be enabled to equip the stand at least one day  before the opening of the event, also one day 

after thee end.

8. At all the exhibitions  organized  by TON , all the exhibits  and other property of the exhibitors must be insured from theft, damage etc. The 

responsibility for the disappearance  and the damage on the exhibits and other property  of the exhibitor, if they are not insured, only the 

exhibitor suffers the consequnces.

9. The organizer keeps the right to cancel the event, and in that case, he is obliged  to inform the registered participants about the cancellation in  

the written form, at least 15 days before  the beginning of the evnt. If the exhibitor does not cancel the participation i the written form,  it 

would be considered that he accepts the changed term.

10.  For all the possible problems that might occur   between TON and the exhibitor, The Commercial Court is in charge.

11. With the signing and verification of the general rules of participation by the authorizing person, the exhibitor confirms that he is familiar  with 

the same rules , and that he will rtespect them without the possibility of further complaints, so that general rules of participation at the Fair 

reflect the agreement of will  ( the contract) between the exhibitor and TON  with all the legal consequences in the case of breaking the rules.

Place:

Date:

Signature of authorized person

Tourist Organization of Nis confirms acceptance of the application

Date: Signature:

Address: Cara Dusana 30, 18000 NiS, Serbia, Phone/fax: +381 18 505 689, E-mail: sajam@visitnis.com, Web Page: www.visitnis.com


